
Whitehorse Minor Hockey Covid-19 Positive Case Process Document 
 

1. WMHA will endeavor to have all team lists and coach contacts readily 
available so they can be easily and quickly accessed 

2. WMHA will provide contact lists to the CDC  
3. WMHA will distribute communications when requested by the CDC 

 
When there is a positive case of Covid-19 in an athlete or coach CDC will reach 
out to parent/guardian for information 
 
What to do when parents are notified of a positive case of their athlete  

1. Inform Coach 
2. Coach will take next steps  

i) Coach contact division manager, VP of stream, President and ED (Stacey)  
ii) WMHA board considers the division schedule and possible next steps 
 

• If CDC believes the individual could have been shedding virus during a hockey 
event, CDC will contact WMHA or the head coach (both have happened to date) 

• Teams may be required to either self-isolate or self-monitor 

• If a team is self-monitoring it is assumed they would continue on with their 
regular activities 

• If a team is told to self-isolate, their ice times will be cancelled until the end of 
their isolation period 

 
WMHA should continue to follow the lead of the CDC and the CMOH while continuing to offer 
programming in divisions and on teams unless or until the CDC or the CMOH tells us otherwise.  
 
WMHA is recommending that all participants under 12 come to hockey dressed and only use 
the changerooms to put their skates on and off, to avoid prolonged close contact. 
 
WMHA is asking all players and participants to continue masking, following the posted Covid-19 
guidelines for Yukon. 
 
All WMHA players need to know their coaches name and contact information 
Coaches please ensure all players have your appropriate contact info!! 
 
Board Contacts  
VP Recreation (U7, U9, U11) Ryan Martin vprecreation@whitehorseminorhockey.ca 
VP High Performance (U13, U15, U18 & all MUSTANGS) Krista Strand 
vphighperformance@whitehorseminorhockey.ca  
President Jeff Frizzell president@whitehorseminorhockey.ca  
Executive Director stacey@whitehorseminorhockey.ca  
Office Manager office@whitehorseminorhockey.ca  
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